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Field Day victory can only as a result of teamwork and co-operation on the part of the entering freshmen in whose operation that by displayed the opposing group. Class spirit is the only source of teamwork. Until now the freshmen have been more or less cocooned at. At freshman camp and the All-Tech Smoker, speeches have been given the freshmen all kinds of good advice, urged them to do many things, but now it is time for the freshmen to supply some of their own initiative.

The freshmen may feel, of course, that there is no need for them to get excited about Field Day. Get some drive and push and class spirit will come and they lose Field Day. Does this mean that they can quickly become and feel that they can really do? Of course it doesn't. Class spirit is worth-while for the job of traffic directing. Evidently Walker Memorial is large and the here is at least one man who be- does not think the prize comment expressed on will prove to be his. The Lounger was among the the entering females by her MALE...